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QUESTION 1

Refer to the exhibit. An engineer is investigating a case with suspicious usernames within the active directory. After the
engineer investigates and cross-correlates events from other sources, it appears that the 2 users are privileged, and
their creation date matches suspicious network traffic that was initiated from the internal network 2 days prior. 

Which type of compromise is occurring? 

A. compromised insider 

B. compromised root access 

C. compromised database tables 

D. compromised network 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 2

Employees report computer system crashes within the same week. An analyst is investigating one of the computers that
crashed and discovers multiple shortcuts in the system\\'s startup folder. It appears that the shortcuts redirect users to
malicious URLs. 

What is the next step the engineer should take to investigate this case? 
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A. Remove the shortcut files 

B. Check the audit logs 

C. Identify affected systems 

D. Investigate the malicious URLs 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 3

Refer to the exhibit. A security analyst needs to investigate a security incident involving several suspicious connections
with a possible attacker. Which tool should the analyst use to identify the source IP of the offender? 

A. packet sniffer 

B. malware analysis 
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C. SIEM 

D. firewall manager 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 4

An organization is using a PKI management server and a SOAR platform to manage the certificate lifecycle. The SOAR
platform queries a certificate management tool to check all endpoints for SSL certificates that have either expired or are
nearing expiration. Engineers are struggling to manage problematic certificates outside of PKI management since
deploying certificates and tracking them requires searching server owners manually. 

Which action will improve workflow automation? 

A. Implement a new workflow within SOAR to create tickets in the incident response system, assign problematic
certificate update requests to server owners, and register change requests. 

B. Integrate a PKI solution within SOAR to create certificates within the SOAR engines to track, update, and monitor
problematic certificates. 

C. Implement a new workflow for SOAR to fetch a report of assets that are outside of the PKI zone, sort assets by
certification management leads and automate alerts that updates are needed. 

D. Integrate a SOAR solution with Active Directory to pull server owner details from the AD and send an automated
email for problematic certificates requesting updates. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 5

A threat actor used a phishing email to deliver a file with an embedded macro. The file was opened, and a remote code
execution attack occurred in a company\\'s infrastructure. Which steps should an engineer take at the recovery stage? 

A. Determine the systems involved and deploy available patches 

B. Analyze event logs and restrict network access 

C. Review access lists and require users to increase password complexity 

D. Identify the attack vector and update the IDS signature list 

Correct Answer: B 
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